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Welcome to our October Newsletter.
We have now got a new mower, the
previous Allen hover having finally died.
The new one is a Cobra hover mower
with a more environmentally friendly
4-stroke engine. It is larger and heavier
than the old mower, so we are still
establishing the best way of utilising it.
For the moment we shall be relying on a
few volunteers to keep the main paths
mown over the coming autumn/winter
period, but we do hope that members
keep to the society conditions concerning
keeping the grass edges of their plots
trimmed.
For the future we may
continue with the ‘volunteer’ system,

obviously the more volunteers we have
the less work there is for individuals, but
please bear in mind that the mowing has
never been part of the ‘service’ provided
for allotment holders, it was only the
Covid issue which started the main paths
being mown. If members decide they
want to continue having the mowing
done, then we shall have to decide how
to finance this. It will be one of the items
up for discussion at this year’s AGM,
usually held in early December, which we
hope many of you will be able to attend.
John

A bit about Lightpill Mill
Continuing in the ‘history’ vein, this is a
very short history of Lightpill Mill. The
parish of Rodborough records cloth
making and fulling being carried out in
the area from the mid 13th century.
Lightpill Mill, after which the area is
named, has records of cloth making
from the mid 17th century when the Mill
was owned and worked by the Estcourt
family. It subsequently passed through a
number of families until the 1830’s when
sections were let to other manufacturing
businesses such as pin making, cloth
dyers and printers. In 1911 a plastic

manufacturing company named
Syrolit.Ltd took over and the company
was re-organized in 1914 under the
name Erinoid Ltd, manufacturing
specialized German plastic used in
buttons and ornaments. This continued
until the mid 1970’s, finally under the
name of BP Chemicals until its closure.
Part of the original mill still stands and is
partially the new home of Stroud
Antiques Centre. Should anyone know
the origins of the ‘Lightpill’ name I
would be most interested in it.
John
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Wildlife section
Wasps
Despite their bad reputation, wasps are an important
part of the eco-system. There are around 9000
species of wasp in the UK, making them second only
to beetles in the variety of species. The adult wasp
feeds on sugars, initially produced by wasp larvae but
later in the season from plants and in the picnic
season they find other sources. However, they also
capture and kill enormous numbers of caterpillar,
greenfly, aphids and other garden pests, not to eat
them but to feed to their offspring.
Most wasps, in the UK at least, live in social groups,
building nests in soil, behind bark, within cavities in
trees and walls, and, of course, in roofspaces (as in the
photograph below). The nests are made from a
paper-like material that the wasps produce from
wood-pulp, often from old or rotting wood, mixed
with saliva. The nests are primarily made up of combs
in which they can raise their brood.
The nest has one queen, which is noticeably larger
than the worker wasps.
She emerges from
hibernation, ready-fertilised from the previous year,
and will immediately set about finding a location for
the new year’s nest where she will lay the first brood
of eggs. These will emerge and she will rear these

herself before they are large enough to take over the
task of rearing the next brood that she lays, and they
go on to enlarge the nest,. By late summer the nest
will contain between 3,000 and 5,000 wasps. As the
weather cools, the wasps become less productive and
are at their most aggressive should the nest be
disturbed. Finally when the cold winter weather
arrives all except the newly-fertilised queen will die
off, she will go into hibernation again and so the cycle
continues.
If you find a wasps nest.
Unless it is actually causing a nuisance then it is best
to just leave it well alone and simply remove the
discarded remains at the end of winter. Should the
nest be causing an issue then there are sprays and
powders that can kill off a large proportion of the
wasps, but it can sometimes require professional help
to remove them completely.
Identifying a wasp.
Wasps have two sets of wings, the rear wings being
smaller than the front set. They can be distinguished
from bees by their pointed body and waist.
John
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Meet the Committee

Kevin Patrick
Position: President
Plot no 44
Contact: in person

Doreen Hoskins
Position: Member Liaison
Plot no 6
Contact: 01453 872733

Wendy Lea

Position: Secretary
Plot nos 4a & 18
Contact: 01453 762735

Richard Gillott
Position: Chairman
Plot no 10
Contact: 07807 226015

Kevin Lea

Maureen Burton

Position: Member

Position: Member

Plot nos 4a & 18

Plot no 23

Contact: 01453 762735

Contact: 07557 783475

Bob Bailey

John Reynolds

Ed Bonn

Position: Treasurer

Position: Member & Editor

Position: Member

Plot no 31a

Plot nos 14 & 26

Plot no 4b

Contact: 01453 455324

Contact 07788 411733

Contact: in person
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Green Manures for organic soil improvement.
If you have never grown green manures in your plot
why not consider the following. Here are some very
good reasons to show why growing these plants
makes good sense.
To feed the soil: Green manures hold onto soil
nutrients. By absorbing fertility in this way the roots
prevent it being washed away through the soil. Once
green manures are turned in and decompose this
fertility is released and returned to the soil ready to be
used by the next crop. Green manures in the legume
family such as clover, tares, absorb nitrogen from the
air and fix it to via nodules on their roots. This added
nitrogen is then released into the soil when the crop
is dug in ready for use by your next crop.

To protect and improve soil structure: Heavy rain
can destroy the surface structure and saturate soils
filling up air spaces, causing water logging. Green
manures form a protective cover over the soil
preventing damage.
To stimulate soil micro organisms: A healthy soil
contains lots of micro organisms. The greater the
number and activity the healthy the soil green
manures when dug in stimulate these microscopic
creatures and provide a source of food. A healthy soil
encourages vigorous plants.
To prevent weed invasion: As soon as your crops
are removed weeds will try and move in. Green
manures germinate quickly and grow rapidly. A cover
of green manures will efficiently smother young weed
seedlings and eliminate constant hoeing to keep soil
weed free.
To control pests: Predators find green manures
offer a habitat. Slug predators such as frogs and
beetles enjoy cool damp conditions under a green
manure cover. Some flying pests can be confused by
the outlines of their food plant is disguised by green
manures interplanted between rows. For example
under planting brassica plants with trefoil disguises

the outline of the crop and seems to confuse cabbage
root fly.
In the vegetable garden use green manures as a catch
crop, wherever you have a bare patch of ground as
you lift and use crops sow a green manure. After
lifting potatoes, early or main crop don’t leave the soil
bare sow a green manure. Grazing rye or winter tares
can be sown quite late and will keep the soil covered
over winter.
Sow green manures on areas where you plan to plant
tender crops such as courgettes or runner beans.
While you wait for the weather to improve and warm
up you will keep the soil weed free. Once dug in the
manure foliage and roots will be a good source of rich
organic matter for greedy moisture crops. Sow
between tall growing crops such as sweet corn to
reduce weed problems. Trefoil for example will keep
the ground covered. The trefoil can be allowed to
continue growing over the winter once the sweet corn
has been harvested.
In the fruit garden: Blackcurrants will benefit from a
leguminous green manure crop. Tares grown over
winter under the bushes will fix nitrogen on the root
nodules, ready for release during the growing season.
Hoe the tares in spring leaving the foliage to
decompose on the soil surface. Sow winter hardy
manure on bare soil under fruit trees in autumn. This
will keep down the weeds. Cut growth down in spring
allowing the foliage to decompose on the soil.

Phacelia Tanacetifolia: This is a bushy plant with

bright blue flowers which bees love. It is a hardy
annual for sowing between March and September. It
gives good ground cover and establishes quickly. Dig
in at or before flowering to prevent self seeding. If
sown in patches around the garden, the flowers are an
excellent attractant to beneficial insects and bees.
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Green Manures continued.
Tares:

This is sown between March and
September to produce a large bulk of green matter
as well as fixing nitrogen. Tares will improve the
fertility and texture of the soil and suppresses
weeds. Turn-in in spring before growing a leafy
crop with high nitrogen requirement. Sow in drills,
spacing 5cm apart with 15cm between rows, or
broadcast. A spring sowing can provide a good supply of
nitrogen for your winter brassicas, dug in
before they are planted out.

Trefoil:: This is sown between March and Septem-

ber to produce a large bulk of green matter as well
as fixing nitrogen. Trefoil improves the fertility and
texture of the soil and suppresses weeds. Turn-in in
spring before growing a leafy crop with high
nitrogen requirement. Sow in drills, spacing 5cm
apart with 15cm between rows, or broadcast. A
spring sowing can provide a good supply of
nitrogen for your winter brassicas, dug in before
they are planted out.

Hungarian grazing rye: One of the best green
manures for winter use. Sow in Aug/Sept or even
as late as October in the South. It is a good cover
crop to prevent nutrient leaching. Dig rye in during
the spring before it becomes too fibrous and
woody. Grazing rye is an excellent soil improver.

Fengreek:

A quick growing green manure for
summer use. This plant is ideal for filling in between
crops. It will produce a large quantity of foliage.

Buckwheat: Grows extremely fast, choking out
weeds and producing large amounts of organic matter. A good source of calcium and its long roots
extract nutrients from deep in the soil. When left to
flower it attracts hoverflies, whose larvae feed on
aphids. Try sowing clusters of Buckwheat around
the garden.

The next steps, once a green manure has grown you
will need to incorporate it, so the ground can be
used again. Start this process three to four weeks

before you want to use the ground or when the
manure is close to maturity. Dig plants back into
the soil chop tough lumps as you go aim to bury
plants no more than 15cm deep on heavy soils,
18cm on lights soils. Grazing rye can be tough to
dig in, it maybe easier to cut the foliage first and
leave to wilt. It may be necessary to rough dig the
area once and repeat the process after a week to
create a planting bed. Some manures will be killed
by the cold just leave the foliage in place to protect
the soil.
Premier Seeds Direct is a good company to
purchase vegetable & flower seeds. They are priced
very competitively and quality is good I use them
all the time
PS: I grow Phacelia Tanacetifolia every year and
the bees love it its their favorite plant
Kevin
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Wildflower update
The wildflower re-sowing continues apace, with
seedlings getting rapidly established along the Ash
Road frontage of Lightpill Allotments. This first
section has been cleared of grass and re-sown, with
committee members weeding to remove bindweed
and grass, plus watering as necessary, to ensure the
wildflower mix harvested from meadows in the local
area make a fantastic start.
It's early days, but with seedlings appearing (look for
the green shots in the photos!), there's every chance
that the wildflowers will become fully established.
The wildflower area will be extended further along
the Ash Road verge throughout September, with
additional seed added to the seed stock present in the
soil. The wildflower seedlings are growing daily, so
will be much longer by the time this update is
circulated in the newsletter - feel free to drop by and
take a look!

Ed
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Communal compost area and other plans
There have been a few ideas for vacant plot 15, to
provide Lightpill Allotment members with a
communal composting area, as well as adding more
wildflower seeds to create beds. The remainder of
the plot is open to suggestions, possibly a barbecue
area with seating and facilities?

some of their tasty produce onsite. Three compost
bays, paths for accessing the bays, and the wildflower areas have been marked out, but this project has
only just started so any input is very welcome!
Below is a rough plan to illustrate the options so far:
Ed

Essentially this plot would allow plot holders to
socialise a bit with each other and possibly cook

Work in progress
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Jobs for the month: October
In October the days are noticeably shorter and the
sun is lower in the sky with leaves changing colour
and beginning to fall. The first frosts are likely so you
need to harvest the last of your tomatoes, peppers,
aubergines and courgettes. October is primarily
about clearing away and composting the remains of
the summer’s harvest.
Top Tips for OCTOBER
HARVEST remaining summer vegetables
before the first frosts.
CUT pumpkins and winter squashes. ‘Cure’
the fruits by leaving them in the sun for their
skins to harden and the flesh inside to ripen.
COVER autumn salad and oriental leaves with
cloches or fleece if there is a danger of night
frosts.
SOW broad beans seeds for next year.

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

PLANT garlic, rhubarb and bare-root fruit
bushes such as currants and gooseberries.
TAKE DOWN supports used for climbing
beans, peas or tomatoes.
CLEAR AWAY dead plant material and compost it. Begin winter digging.

Other jobs for October include digging in green
manure, cutting down asparagus and Jerusalem
artichokes, lifting any carrots and other root
vegetables.
Remember that the clocks go back an hour at the
end of this month so grab every minute of daylight
on the allotment that you can before the dark days of
winter are upon us.
Maureen

Jobs for the month: November
No time to rest in November as there is just
enough daylight to clear and tidy up the allotment
of any old crops in preparation for next year. You
may need a good pair of secateurs to prune fruit
bushes.
Top Tips for NOVEMBER
•
•

•
•
•

HARVEST root vegetables and late season
salad crops.
PICK autumn raspberries and cranberries.
Sow broad bean seeds and plant garlic and
rhubarb sets.
PRUNE soft fruit bushes while they are
dormant.
DIG over your plot, removing weeds and
adding plenty of well-rotted organic material.
COVER beds with polythene or cardboard

•

•

to protect the soil from heavy rain.
REMOVE nets from fruit bushes or cages
but keep them over Brussel sprouts,
cabbages or other brassicas.
PLANT new bare-root fruit bushes before
the winter sets in.

November is a good time for giving your soil some
time and attention. So, after removing all old plant
debris and weeds turn your soil over with a spade
or fork and work in as much compost or manure
as you can. This will help to replace nutrients and
improve the structure of the soil.
Maureen
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Crop Rotation
An important part of keeping a successful allotment
is to rotate what crops you plant in each area. The
first mention of crop rotation has been found in
Roman literature, but 3-crop rotation, including a
fallow year has been practiced from the middle ages
until the 18th century when Jethro Tull developed
4-crop rotation. These days a 4 or 5 crop rotation is
probably the most popular but 7 or even 10-year
rotation plans can be found.
The purpose of crop rotation is to ensure that soil
quality is not depleted, by planting different crops in
an area subsequent crops can take advantage of
different nutrient requirements and pests within an
area are hopefully reduced in numbers if their hosts
are not around in consecutive years. Obviously the
longer the gap between particular crop sowings, the
better, but for the average gardener/allotmenteer,
3-4 years is enough to keep track of. There are also
benefits in weed control. Crops with dense foliage,
like potatoes and squashes will reduce the amount
of weeds in a bed and so benefit next years’ crops.

To start with, it is obviously important to keep a
record of what has been planted where in your
allotment this year. If you have not already done so,
do a sketch of the plan of your allotment and mark
out the areas used for each crop. Keep this safe for
you to refer to in subsequent years.
The diagram below is a simple example of a 4-crop
rotation plan. You can also have a separate area for
perennial crops such as asparagus and rhubarb, and
if your plot size allows for it you can split the
groups further.
Finally, don’t forget to include an area for
wildflowers, and even flowers for cutting. The
world is running short of pollinators so we need to
do as much as possible to encourage them.
John
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Recipes
Runner bean & Courgette Chutney
Ingredients

600g [1lb 5oz runner beans thinly sliced
4 courgettes thinly sliced
350g [120oz] cooking apples, peeled, cored and
chopped
2 onions, finely chopped
450g [1lb] light soft brown sugar

1 tsp mustard powder
1 tsp turmeric
1 tsp coriander seeds
600ml [1 pint] cider vinegar

Method
1. Put beans, courgettes, apples and onions in
a preserving pan or a large stainless steel
saucepan. Then add sugar, mustard powder,
turmeric and coriander seeds. Pour in the
vinegar and stir.
2. Cook over gentle heat, stirring until all the
sugar has dissolved, then bring to a boil and
cook at a rolling boil, stirring occasionally for
about a 10mins. Reduce to a simmer and cook
for about 50 minutes until mixture thickens.
Stir continuously near the end of cooking so it
doesn’t stick to bottom of pan.
3. Ladle into warm, sterilized jars with nonmetallic or vinegar-proof lids, making sure there
are no air gaps. Cover each pot with a waxed
paper disc, seal and label. Allow flavours to
mature for 1 month and refrigerate after
opening.
Note. Chillis can be added if you like.
The chutney will keep for 9 months unopened.
Wendy

Creamy Beetroot Curry

Method

Serves 8 as a side dish, so make a batch and freeze
the rest. It makes a great colourful side curry
when in a hurry some other time.

1. Heat the oil in a large lidded pan, stir in the
onions and cook for 8 mins until soft. Tip in the
mustard seeds and cook for 1 min until toasted.
Stir through the curry paste and sizzle for 3 mins.
2. Mix the beetroot through the spicy onions,
then add the chilli, tomatoes and 2 cans of water
(about 1 ¼ pints). Cover and simmer for 30 mins,
stirring occasionally, until the beetroot is tender.
Remove the lid, turn up the heat and cook until
the sauce is thick. You can freeze it at this point.
3. Take off the heat, then stir through the
yoghurt and some seasoning (salt and lemon
juice). Top with yoghurt and serve with your
favourite rice.

Ingredients:
• 1 tbsp vegetable oil
• 2 onions, very finely chopped
• 2 tsp yellow mustard seeds
• 3 tbsp madras curry paste
• 1 green chilli, halved lengthways
• 400g can chopped tomatoes or 1 lb ripe home
grown tomatoes, peeled and chopped
• 4 tbsp low-fat natural yoghurt, plus extra to
serve
• 1kg (peeled weight) raw beetroot, peeled,
halved and thickly sliced
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Snippets
E5 & E10 Petrol

Waterbutts and wildlife

If you have recently put petrol in your car you may
have noticed a tag on the pump telling you that it is
now termed ‘E10’ petrol. The E number refers to
the amount of ethanol in the fuel. Previously the
majority of petrol had 5% ethanol – E5 (this is still
available at a higher price), but now ‘standard’
petrol is E10, that is to say it is made up of 10%
ethanol. Ethanol is added because it is a more
environmentally-friendly fuel, being made from
plant sources rather than fossil fuels. However,
there is, as always, a downside to it being
environmentally friendly. By its nature ethanol
absorbs water from the atmosphere so it can cause
issues with condensation, especially when stored
over time, and the moisture can get into the fuel
systems of mowers etc. causing major problems
when stored over winter. There are additives that
can be used to alleviate the problem, otherwise if
the machine is not to be used for some time
draining the fuel tank is the best option.

A large number of the allotments have waterbutts
on them and many have wide openings. This is
great for ease of use but please remember that
these could also end up being deadly for many
creatures, both large and small. A simple solution
is to either put a cover over the top, wire netting is
ideal, or even place a piece of wood in so that
anything falling in has a method of clambering out.
As well as keeping our wildlife safe, it avoids
contamination of your water.
John

John

Ask Doreen
Doreen, our Member Liaison is always available with any queries you have about allotment membership. She
is also a wealth of knowledge about anything concerning growing on the allotment, and also dog training!
If you want to ask Doreen a question then you are welcome to send it to
doreen@lightpillallotmentsociety.org.uk or using the details on the ‘Meet the Committee’ page.

Useful Information
Lightpill Co-operative Allotment Society Ltd
Kitesnest Lane
Stroud
GL5 3PJ
enquiries@lightpillallotmentsociety.org.uk
Editor: john@lightpillallotmentsociety.org.uk

Site Plan

We’re on the Web:
lightpillallotmentsociety.org.uk
Various links:
The National Allotment Society

Royal Horticultural Society

If anyone has anything of interest that they
want to tell the rest of the members, please
contact the editor through the details above,
also if anyone has any ideas that they would
like to put forward then please let us know.

And if you know of any friends or
family who are keen to have an
allotment please contact Doreen
to go on the waiting list .

Members’ section
If any new, or indeed old(er) members want to introduce themselves to the
rest of the allotmenteers then please don't hesitate to send a piece telling us
about you. It can be a few words or something longer (the editor reserves the
right to amend if space considerations necessitate it!). This is the third issue
of our Newsletter which we are hoping will become a useful resource for the
society so all input, both positive and negative, is gratefully received, contact
details top-left.
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